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AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE AND RESEARCH JOURNAL 23:3 (1999) 143–154

American Indian Views of Public Health
Nursing, 1930–1950

NANCY REIFEL

American Indians, like many people of minority cultures in the United States,
have access to the health care system of the traditional culture as well as hos-
pitals and clinics operated in the biomedical model. Administrators and
providers of health care in the federally funded Indian clinics are continually
faced with the question of how to manage the persistence of traditional heal-
ing practices. Beginning in the second half of the nineteenth century, gov-
ernment officials viewed Western medical services as an instrument of assimi-
lation. The self-defined role of the federal Indian service was to assist the
Indians to live in the white society.1 Medical personnel argued for the con-
struction of Indian hospitals because the use of Indian hospitals would dimin-
ish the influence of medicine men.2 Not until the mid-twentieth century was
the value of traditional healing practices recognized by physicians.3 Since
then, Indian health programs have experimented with consultation with tra-
ditional healers,4 facilitation of the use of traditional healing, provision of
funds to hire and train traditional healers,5 and incorporation of traditional
health beliefs in health education.6 These efforts demonstrate that tradition-
al health does have a legitimate role in the delivery of health care by govern-
ment institutions. Unfortunately, little is known about what Native people
consider when choosing between traditional medicine and biomedicine. Nor
is there an understanding of how people perceive the role of the two systems
of medical practice.

An examination of responses from Indian people from one Sioux reser-
vation area regarding integration of biomedical practices into their tradition-
al system of health care will serve as an example of how people make choices
about health care. From 1930 to 1950, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) sta-
tioned public health nurses at Indian reservations throughout the country.

Nancy Reifel (Rosebud Sioux) is a commissioned officer serving in the Dental Branch
of the Indian Health Service, Public Health Service. Through an agreement between
IHS and the University of California, Los Angeles, she is stationed at the UCLA School
of Dentistry.
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The Sioux people offer their views of these nurses. The field nurses brought
health care in the biomedical tradition (white medicine) to small, rural, iso-
lated reservation communities.7 At this time, many Indian people relied on
traditional medicine for health care and demonstrated a poor compliance
with recommendations from the non-Native, government physicians. 

TRADITIONAL INDIAN HEALTH CARE

Prior to contact with western society, American Indian tribes had developed
a medical system based on Indian concepts of health, illness, and death cau-
sations. Although there were more than five hundred Indian tribes in North
America, most tribes seem to have had similar theories about the causes of
disease. Two general disease classifications8 include those from an environ-
mental cause, like injuries, intestinal disorders, and rheumatism. Indians
had treatments for these ailments based on medicine plants, animals, and
minerals found in the natural environment. The successful treatment of
scurvy used by Cartier’s expedition in 1534 is an example of this level of
medicine.9 Usually the more common natural remedies were kept in supply
in the home and dispensed by a knowledgeable family member.10 In the case
of illness or injury, home remedies and natural remedies were used first.
The second type of disease for which Indian tribes developed treatment
included those whose origins were attributed to supernatural forces.
Because these diseases had spiritual origins, they required cures affecting
spiritual forces. Most American Indian tribes had health practitioners
trained in treating the natural diseases and another class of health practi-
tioners trained to treat diseases of spiritual origin. One of the major quali-
fications for becoming a healer was that the person lead a “blameless life of
honesty, bravery, and humility.”11 When home and natural remedies did not
cure the patient, a spiritual healer was called. 

During the nineteenth century infectious diseases of European origin
devastated Indian populations. To account for this type of disease some
Indian tribes added a third classification of disease commonly called “white
disease.” Tribal healers sent people with white diseases to white doctors for
treatment.12 This is consistent with the American Indian practice of matching
the treatment of a disease to the origin of the disease.

From 1900 to 1950 medical staff and facilities of the Indian Bureau
expanded tremendously. Appropriations for health services grew from
$40,000 in 1911 to $18 million in 1955.13 It was during this period, in 1924,
that public health nurses were added to the staff of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. These “field nurses” were stationed at agency substations through-
out a reservation until the mid-1950s. Field nurses maintained some of the
traditions of public health nursing such as autonomy, personal contact, and
an emphasis on teaching “right living.”14 To better understand how
American Indian people viewed medical services offered by the field nurses
and how they made choices about health care, Indian reservation residents
that had contact with the field nurses in the 1930s and 1940s were inter-
viewed.15
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Two adjacent South Dakota reservations were selected as the primary data col-
lection site. This site was selected for several reasons: (1) Indian people cur-
rently residing on reservations represent the largest population likely to have
had contact with field nurses in the 1930s and 1940s; (2) the author had
recently conducted a community-based survey of elders at this site. Familiarity
with the population and the geographic area is critical to the success of the
data collection; (3) familiarity with the site improved our ability to select a
reliable interpreter/translator. 

The research team conducted in-depth interviews with twenty-three  indi-
viduals (seventeen women and six men) currently residing on the Pine Ridge
and Rosebud reservations. The team recorded interviews that lasted one to two
hours. The semi-structured interviews consisted of questions designed to elicit
information in the following categories: (1) The community of residence of the
interviewee from 1930 to 1950; (2) the degree of contact with the field nurse.
Whenever possible the field nurse was identified by name; (3) attitudes about
the field nurse and the services she provided; (4) the use of Indian medicine;
and (5) how or if Indian medicine and white medicine were integrated.

Most of the respondents were seventy years or older and were asked to
recall events that took place between 1930 and 1940.16 The interviews often
followed a rambling indirect route to the discussion of the field nurses.
Researchers investigating attitudes and beliefs among American Indian pop-
ulations find that conversational situations elicited better responses from this
population.

The research is limited since researchers asked elders to recall events that
occurred fifty years ago. Memories could be colored by intervening events
and maturity of the individual. Some of the respondents were children when
they met the field nurses and may have been unaware of the reasons their par-
ents had for the actions they took on behalf of the child. The data are limit-
ed geographically to South Dakota and to the Sioux people; thus, it may not
be representative of American Indians throughout the country. Nevertheless,
the interview data will identify salient impressions and attitudes, critical events
in a person’s life, and fundamental family beliefs regarding the field nurses.

All but one of the interviews were conducted in English, but elders occa-
sionally used Lakota words. The researchers transcribed the interviews and
reviewed them all with an interpreter. This proved valuable because the inter-
preter often clarified sections in which the respondent used words and syntax
unique to the reservation, in addition to translating the smattering of Lakota
words in most interviews. Researchers then edited the interviews following rec-
ommendations from the interpreter. These data were used to identify major
themes to describe how American Indians used the services of the nurses. 

USE OF REMEDIES

Native health care in Indian communities was usually provided in the
patient’s home. When the family determined that assistance was needed, they
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sent for the appropriate healer. The field nurses provided home-based health
care services, and in some ways Indians responded to the nurses as they did to
Native healers. This was because Indians viewed the field nurses as providing
some of the same services as traditional healers. The nurses did not have the
powers of spiritual healers but they used medicines and had medical knowl-
edge. The Sioux elders spoke of similar medicines offered by the field nurse
and natural healers. Dispensing cough syrup was the most commonly men-
tioned service the field nurses provided. Indians may have asked for cough
syrup because they were accustomed to using a syrup remedy for relief of
cough. White medicines were fit into existing classifications and used in a sim-
ilar manner as the Indian medicine. The following statements illustrate how
white medicines were commonly viewed as equivalent to frequently used
Indian remedies. 

White remedy: I always got eye drops, you know. From the nurse.
Indian remedy: My grandma was good at that too. She gives some

kind of, she boils some stuff and gives for eye drops
for the eye.

Indian remedy: If we had a cold, we were doctored right away. It was
given cough syrup or skunk oil. And, you know, they
kept that on hand. They even kept their [wild
choke]cherries. That’s why they cherish their cher-
ries because it’s like a cough syrup. They give you a
teaspoon of cherry jelly or feed you cherry jelly and
bread. They made it like a syrup and they used
them for pancakes in the morning.

White remedy: They give that [cough syrup] to everybody who’s
got a cough and is coughing. There’s an old guy
that went after cough syrup almost every day. Finally
the nurse asked him how he used that cough syrup.
Too much cough syrup. He said that the reason why
I come after my cough syrup is I like it with my pan-
nycake.

Ten of the twenty-four Indian people interviewed remembered using both
Indian medicine and white medicine from nurses. For the people who had
access to both kinds of medicine and used both, the two main reasons given
for choosing or rejecting one or the other were convenience and efficacy.
When both Indian and white medicines were equally available, people tend-
ed to use the remedies that worked. Some elders spoke of their families only
using Indian medicine, even though they had daily contact with the field nurs-
es. As long as remedies worked, they saw no need to abandon the Indian med-
icine. “If it looked to them like it was doing the trick, if it was getting better,
they would just go ahead and do it.” Other people had equal confidence in
both types of medicine and used whichever they had easier access to. “Took it
for granted that they knew what they were doing ... I went both ways....  It just
happens that I was there when I had an ailment of some sort.” The medicine
offered by the nurses was held to the same standards and used in the same way
as the traditional medicines. White medical treatment, rather than replacing
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Indian traditional medicine as some medical personnel had hoped, was selec-
tively incorporated into the existing Indian system of natural remedies.

CHARACTER OF THE HEALER

The personal character of the nurse was critical in determining how well the
Indians accepted her services. Eighteen of the twenty-three persons inter-
viewed talked about the character of the nurses they knew. Often that was
their first response when asked if they remembered the field nurses. Those
that had used the nurses’ services generally described them as being of good
character, dedicated to helping people, responsive to the people, and respect-
ful. Some of the most frequent types of comments included nurses being ded-
icated to the needs of the Indian people. 

She’s working for the people.
She’s pretty busy. Good worker. She helped people. 
I think she really worked. Worked hard. For the people.
She was a lot of help to us. Like I said she was always there when we
need.

Comments about the good character of the nurses is an important theme
repeated by everyone who used their services. In most tribes the primary
requirement of the healer, both supernatural and natural, was that the per-
son be of good character. Since healing powers could be used to inflict illness
and death as easily as to cure, it was essential that the healer be a good per-
son dedicated to the well-being of the people. These same criteria were
applied to the field nurses. They had to be of good character and dedicated
to helping the people before people respected them as healers. One person
stated that “People just upheld them in the communities and they really were
sensitive to the needs of the people. They took pride in their station in life.
In return, they got a lot of respect in every community.”

The nurses came to an Indian community to practice medicine. In order
to be successful they had to meet the standards applied to all Indian healers.
One of the respondents described a nurse who did not meet these standards.

And when we’re ready to leave the boarding school she’ll say.... You’re
better off in school. Stay for the summer. She was that mean. She did-
n’t want [the school children] to come home because their family are
poor and they have outdoor toilet and no bathtub and like that. She
talks like that. She’s very rude mean woman.

This nurse was not seen as dedicated to helping the people. She fell short of
meeting the standards of an Indian healer and her services were not used by
the family. 

In 1900 the Indian Bureau issued a directive requiring physicians to make
home visits and “to do his utmost to educate and instruct them in proper
methods of living.”17 Home visits and instruction in home health care would
promote assimilation to white culture and adoption of white standards.
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Ironically, when the field nurses fulfilled the 1900 directive thirty years later,
their work was accepted only if they were deemed worthy by Indian standards
of “proper methods of living.”

FILLING THE GAP

The types of white medicine that did not fit into the Indian organization of
health care included immunizations and surgery. By 1924, when the field
nurses began practicing on reservations, Indians were familiar with the dan-
gers of smallpox and other communicable diseases and with the benefits of
surgery. By 1924 the Sioux accepted immunizations and surgery even though
they had no equivalent in the Indian medical system.

Indian people who had some contact with field nurses were cooperative
in receiving immunizations. Most of the people interviewed had a sense that
the immunizations were given as part of an organized program. Five people
talked about school-based immunization programs. One of the local day
school’s immunization programs was described with typical Indian humor.

They broke a glasses and put alcohol on here and they scratch it down
like that. Ow, ow, ow, I said. That time they used the glasses. Those
school kids when the doctors come everybody run away. Run to the
field. When the doctors come the teachers locked the door and snap
all the windows and everybody stay in the school. They cry and try to
break the window.

Many people found smallpox immunizations unpleasant, so much so that fifty
years later they still remembered the circumstances surrounding the inocula-
tion. But most people said, “I take it.” As the illustration above shows, those
who were children at the time saw the school-based immunizations as manda-
tory and accepted the treatment.

Field nurses also gave immunizations in other settings. Eight people talked
about methods the nurses used to deliver immunizations outside of the school-
based programs. Parents brought their children to the nurse’s station or to the
school when the nurse made her regular visit. Nurses vaccinated families at
their homes. From 1937 to 1939 the federal government conducted a mass
chest x-ray survey for tuberculosis.18 Families received vaccinations when they
were brought to town for screening exams as part of a health status survey. 

The field nurses brought families to a central station for the health survey.
One woman, who was ten years old at the time, related this story of the screening.

There was a big tent put up, like a circus tent. And that’s where we
were all given shots. Everybody stand there and hovered like stand in
line. And boy, when they stuck me why I’d really scream. I really
embarrassed myself. And then my mother handed my baby brother
into my arms. And here I was holding him and he didn’t even cry.

The field nurse arranged for people in her district to come to town for the
screening. “For a couple weeks there she kept hauling people, well, every day
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until everybody is checked.” During this survey nurses performed mass inoc-
ulations, treating families together. There was a general feeling among the
Sioux that every family in the community participated in this health-related
event. One of the women interviewed had been hired by the field nurse to
drive people to this screening. She also reported that most people went to
town for the screening exams. “As far as I know [most people came in]. She
[the field nurse] made the arrangements. She would tell me where to go and
who to pick up and when.” Most Indian families accepted the immunization
services offered at this program. 

It is illuminating to examine the comments of people whose families pri-
marily used Indian medicine. Three of the people interviewed had close rel-
atives who were traditional healers. None of these three regularly used the
field nurses’ medical services, although they did accept rides from them, assis-
tance with boarding school arrangements, and were generally welcoming
when the nurses visited their homes. These people received primary medical
care from relatives who were Indian healers. However, all three people vivid-
ly described getting smallpox inoculations.

We had our Indian doctors and our, my grandad was an Indian doc-
tor. And he believed in herbs and everything for us so why when we
got sick why mamma just took us to him. I don’t remember us ever giv-
ing any medication. She [the field nurse] never gave medication. We
depended on our grandad. The only thing they allowed us I remem-
ber they vaccinated us. They took a needle and they scraped our
[arm]. He did allow that.

Vaccinations were accepted as an addition to traditional Indian health care
services. Smallpox was a disease of white origin. The prevention and treat-
ment legitimately fell within the scope of white medicine, and there was no
equivalent in the Indian health care system. Vaccinations were readily incor-
porated into the Indian health care system because they filled a need that
Indian healers were unable to meet within their scope of practice.

Surgery was another service white medicine offered that was not well
developed within the Indian health care system. Corlett described some early
surgical techniques of North American Indians, but they are primarily relat-
ed to wound suturing. The Indian medical system lacked surgical skills and
Indian people recognized this deficit.19 One man, who was an adult at the
time, recounted this story of seeking surgical assistance. 

I remember early 30s, there was a nurse, Field Nurse. She’s stationed
at Norris [approximately thirty miles away and on a different reserva-
tion]. She can surgery, she can do it. Big woman, tall one. She had
skillful hands. I had a nail sticking through here [thigh]. Got it
patchin’. I ride horseback over there. She look at it and said tie your
horse up. Over here and I’ll stitch it. She boil water and hot. She have
a can and stick a kind of a knife. And I remember this. Why they tied
me to this chair and some womans get ahold of my leg. Put oxide in
there get that cleaned out and get that hot. She took it out and said
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boil everything now. Boy it was hot. But she put salve there. Cold pack.
Rub it. Then she put me to bed. Sleep for I don’t know how long. I
woked up and it’s alright. I got on horseback and I come [home].

Both immunizations and surgery filled a gap in the Indian health care system.
People who primarily used Indian medicine incorporated these two services
into their own health care system. 

TUBERCULOSIS

Between 1920 and 1940 the number of beds in tuberculosis hospitals operated
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs increased from 573 to 1,200. Institutional treat-
ment was a primary component of the Bureau’s tuberculosis control program
among Indians during the 1930s.20 The field nurses were instrumental in refer-
ring afflicted American Indian children and adults to nearby sanatoria. Three
of the women interviewed had tuberculosis as children. Their relationships with
the nurse and subsequent admission to the sanatorium differed.

The first woman recounted a history characterized by compliance with
the recommendation for institutional treatment. 

My mother contracted pneumonia. I didn’t think she was really that
sick but she died. And then, after that, I was lonely and really feeling
bad. And then it just seemed like I didn’t feel good at all. And that was
when the Field Nurse took me in to the clinic and they run a series for
tests on me and they said I had TB. So what did they do, they sent me
to [an adjacent state]. It’s on a [different tribe’s] reservation. And the
reason I was sent there was when my dad was in [boarding school] he
befriended a man from there and became blood brothers, more bind-
ing than birth brothers. So anyway there he knew that he and his wife
would give me good attention because he wrote him a letter explain-
ing that my mother had died. So then I was in the hospital in there.

The family did eventually send their daughter to the sanatorium, but they had
a high degree of choice in the matter. The father had a regular job at the sub-
agency and his wife had died just one month prior to his daughter’s diagno-
sis. The father did not have the resources to care for his daughter at home.
He did, however, take an active role in selecting a sanatorium where he felt
his daughter would be looked after by a trusted friend. The father was able to
maintain some control over care for his daughter while following the recom-
mendations of the field nurse.

The family of the second woman who had tuberculosis as a child was not
as compliant with the nurse’s recommendations. However, she eventually
went to the sanatorium.

The Field Nurse saw that I got to the hospital. I had to go periodical-
ly. Because I had. At that time, you know, TB was going through the
reservation. My mom was a good nurse. She kept me clean. There was
a whole bundle of bandages there. Denver mud. That’s what they
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treated me with. Part of the time I stayed at home. But there was a
time that my dad took me to [the sanatorium in a nearby city] on the
train and left me over there. I really cried so bad they put me to, you
know, I went to bed. There was another girl that was with me at that
time. And she didn’t go and she’s dead. So my dad thought you bet-
ter go for that so I went. And I survived.

This family initially decided to treat their daughter at home and the field
nurse supported them. She made periodic home visits bringing supplies and
she transported the child to the hospital whenever necessary. It was only when
the family saw the disease as life-threatening that they agreed to send their
daughter to the sanatorium. They were able to send her to a sanatorium
about 150 miles away. In this case the family maintained control of the med-
ical care their daughter received. The field nurse supported them when they
decided to care for her at home. They decided when the daughter would be
hospitalized.

The third woman contracted tuberculosis and was cared for at home. 

One time I was about 17 years old I was really sick. At that time the
people really have it TB. And I had it too, at that time. So those [field
nurses] tell me I should go to the government sanatorium. I didn’t go,
I stayed home. And I’d get up early in the morning to go outside and
go for a walk and come back. And I was all right. [Field nurse], she
was there. She give me clothes or stuff that I drink in the morning.
[She wanted me to go to the sanatorium] but grandma didn’t want me
to go so I didn’t. Stayed home.

In this case the family did not accept the recommendations of the field nurse.
However, the field nurse continued to follow the girl’s condition and support
her. There were only three members of the household: the grandmother, the
uncle, and the woman. Unlike the previous two cases, the family was able to
care for this girl at home. She and the caregiver were relatively isolated from
other family members, and there did not appear to be any immediate threat
to her life. The family decided it was unnecessary to institutionalize her for
treatment.

These three cases illustrate how families used white medical services as an
adjunct to home care for family members with tuberculosis. In all three cases
the family maintained control of the treatment choice and the field nurses
supported the families in their choice.

CONCLUSION

By the mid 1920s American Indian people had survived two centuries of dra-
matic changes. The population had been reduced by 80 percent. Many tribes
had been forcibly moved so that white people could occupy their lands. The
natural resources of the land had been destroyed. Federal law, missionaries,
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs suppressed their cultural and religious prac-
tices. The people residing on reservations when the field nurses arrived in the
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1930s came from a long tradition of maintaining a viable culture in spite of
these assaults. The people were survivors. 

Indians treated the imposition of white medicine in much the same way
as they did other aspects of their interactions with white people. They incor-
porated what was necessary for survival into their cultural practices. They eval-
uated the services according to their own standards and accepted white med-
icines that were useful to them. They only used advanced medical services if
they judged that such use would be more beneficial than traditional home
care. They accepted and appreciated the nurses as healers, holding them to
the rigorous standards applied to the American Indian healers. They also held
white treatments and remedies to Indian standards: the remedy was used as
the equivalent to Indian medicine, and it had to work. If white medicine
offered an effective treatment for diseases that Indian medicine was unable to
cure, the white treatment was incorporated into the Indian medical care sys-
tem. They made reasoned decisions about the use of institutionalization for
tuberculosis. Indian people used the services of the nurses on their own
terms. They took an active role in evaluating and selecting from alternate
treatment regimens. 

The Sioux people who interacted with the field nurses in the early twen-
tieth century evaluated the nurses’ work, their medicines, and their character
against standards of traditional Sioux medicine. They recognized the contri-
butions the nurses could make to Indian people and made a place for field
nurses within their own medical care system. Field nurses became an integral
part of the federal Indian health system after the 1930s. In 1996 public health
nurses made more than 380,000 health care visits to American Indians on
reservations. More than 50 percent of these were for health services provided
to people in their homes.21
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‘Washington’ to send them a new doctor who ‘could cut.’ They had only an internist.
Their own Navaho medicine men could take care of other illnesses, but they had only
a piece of glass to cut with. They wanted a surgeon, not an internist. The Indians knew
the difference.” Elinor D. Gregg, The Indians and the Nurse (Norman, OK: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1965).

20. The Bureau of Indian Affairs operated tuberculosis hospitals (sanatoria) and
special school sanatoria for Indian children with tuberculosis. From 1911 to 1941 the
number of tuberculosis hospital beds increased from 227 to 1,400. See Ruth Raup,
Indian Health Program, 13.

21. 1966 Trends in Indian Health (Rockville, MD: U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Indian Health Service), 134.
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